1 Lack of relation between objective and subjective itch scores in a cohort study
CS Murray and IJ Rees
University Department of Dermatology, Edinburgh

We have previously shown that patient reported itch correlates poorly with objective measures of scratch and movement. (Bringhurst C, Waterston K, Schofield O et al. Measurement of itch using actigraphy in paediatric and adult populations. J. Am. Acad. Dermatol. 2004; 51:893-8.) A criticism of this approach is that it attempts to correlate measures between different persons—it is still possible that each individual can assess their own symptoms over time. The present study set out to examine this hypothesis by looking at individual scores—subjective and objective—in a cohort study.

20 adults with eczema were recruited: eleven males and nine females, median age 42 years (range 16-67 years). The subjects wore the digital accelerometer on the wrist every night for 42 nights. The total acceleration, as accessed from the raw accelerometer downsampled for 1-sam, was used as the objective itch score. These monitoring hours were chosen in order to minimize error caused by generalized movement (as opposed to scratch-related movement.) Subjects completed daily visual analogue scores of itch and these were compared to the accelerometer score for the same period.

A lack of correlation between the objective digital accelerometer score and the visual analogue scale score for itch of the corresponding period was demonstrated: median rho = 0.09 (range –0.36 to 0.72) median P = 0.52 (range 0.007-0.958). Only one subject’s scores correlated more strongly than rho=0.26, and this was the only “significant” (P = 0.007) correlation coefficient. We conclude that in this patient group, subjects were not able to accurately access and communicate their own itch symptoms and severity. Inability to access one’s own symptoms over time may be a more general issue however and such cognitive limitations may vitiate the use of some patients’ measures in disease management.

3 Psoriasis appears not to be directly related with using cardiovascular and antidiabetic drugs
M Waleek1, M van der Linden and T Nijsten1
1Department of Dermatology, Erasmus University Medical Centre, Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Several studies have investigated the association between psoriasis and cardiovascular and diabetes mellitus diseases with conflicting results. These differences are probably due to different study design, selection procedures, outcomes, follow-up time and available information on confounders. The objective of this comparison study was to investigate the association between psoriasis and prevalent use of cardiovascular and antidiabetic drugs.

Data were extracted between 1998 and 2006 from a pharmacy and hospital record database in the Netherlands. Psoriasis cases were selected using an algorithm of hospitalization and drug dispensing records specific for psoriasis. Cases were ≥18 years and had a minimal follow-up of 6 months before and 5 years after the diagnosis of psoriasis in the database, which was considered as the index date. Up to 2 controls without psoriasis were randomly selected from this database and matched for gender, age and time period. Analysis were performed using multivariate linear regression, which included a variable comprising the unique number of total prescriptions in 6 months before index date as proxy for health care consumption.

In total 9,904 cases and 15,288 controls were included. Of all psoriasis cases, 10% used systemic cardiovascular drugs including antihypertensives, anticoagulant and antiplatelet agents, digoxin, nitrates, lipid lowering drugs and also antidiabetic drugs showed a significant trend (P<0.05) comparing controls to mild and moderate to severe cases to controls. After adjusting for number of unique drugs used, psoriasis was no longer associated with any of these major drug classes. This was confirmed after stratification for psoriasis severity, except that patients with more severe psoriasis used less beta-blockers (adjusted odds ratio = 0.76, 95% confidence interval = 0.61-0.95).

In contrast to the outcome of most other studies, this study did not provide evidence for a direct relationship between psoriasis and cardiovascular disease. After adjusting for unique prescriptions in 6 months before the index date, as a proxy for health care seeking behaviour as well as for the presence of obesity (by lipid lowering drugs) and diabetes mellitus (by antidiabetics), psoriasis was no longer significantly associated with using cardiovascular and antidiabetic drugs. This study confirms the complexity of the association between psoriasis and cardiovascular disease and suggests that health care consumption is an important confounder.

4 Development of a disease-specific instrument for evaluation of quality of life in patients with acute old world cutaneous leishmaniasis in adult Iranian patients: a study protocol
A Khataeni1, B banana1, B Edvardsson1 and A Foxiu1
1Center for Research and Training in Skin Diseases and Lepra, Tehran University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran
2Epidemiology and Public Health Sciences
3Dermatology and Venereology, Department of Public Health and Clinical Medicine, Umeå University, Umeå, Sweden

Cutaneous leishmaniasis is prevalent in 88 countries including 77 developing ones. Globally, at least tens of millions of people are at risk of acquiring this disease and it is estimated that each year 1-1.5 million new cases occur. Patients’ perspective about their disease is of paramount importance in both medicine and public health and assessment of their quality of life (QOL) is one way to gain knowledge about their point of view. It has been shown that acute Old World cutaneous leishmaniasis (AWCL) can adversely affect QOL of patients in several ways. Due to some characteristics of this disease, generic or dermatology-specific QOL instruments might fall short to assess quality of life in AWCL patients appropriately. To measure quality of life of these patients, development of a disease-specific QOL instrument is rational.

The aim of this thesis is to write a protocol for developing a disease specific instrument to evaluate the quality of life in adult Iranian patients with AWCL. According to this protocol a qualitative research will be conducted to understand patients’ perspective about the impact of AWCL on their quality of life. Adult patients from four endemic areas for cutaneous leishmaniasis due to Leishmania tropica and L. major and one referral center in Tehran will be recruited. A purposive sampling method with maximum variation will be used. In-depth interviews and focus group discussions with volunteer patients will be conducted and collected data will be interpreted using the Grounded Theory. After expert checking for content validity of the developed instrument and completion of a pilot study it will be further assessed for psychometric properties through a survey.

After implementation of this protocol into the research, a needs-based disease-specific questionnaire for evaluation of quality of life in adult Iranian patients with AWCL will be developed. Hopefully this instrument will be validated and used later in other communities suffering from this disease.

Development of an instrument for evaluation of QOL in AWCL patients has many advantages from provision of patients’ perspective about their disease which can promote the health care delivery to these patients to the possibility of using the developed instrument in research such as an outcome measure in clinical trials.
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Do adolescents with skin disease have specific quality of life issues?
CJ Coley1, MRA Bazar2, AF Finlay1 and MS Salek1

1Centre for Sociocognitive Research, Welsh School of Pharmacy, Cardiff University
2Department of Dermatology, School of Medicine, Cardiff University, Cardiff, UK

Adolescence is a period of life with its own unique characteristics.1 The effect on quality of life (QoL) of individuals with skin disease has been widely documented, but currently there is a lack of QoL data arising directly from adolescents with skin conditions.

To provide an in-depth understanding of the impact on different aspects of adolescents' QoL which could be affected by suffering from a skin disease.

A convenience sample of patients between 12 and 18 years of age, attending the dermatology outpatient clinic of a secondary referral centre, with a diagnosed skin disease were invited to participate. A series of semi-structured qualitative interviews were conducted with the study participants. They were invited to talk in detail about all the ways their lives had been affected by their skin disease. Interviews were transcribed verbatim. The interviewee used a series of open-ended questions and encouraged the study participants to give examples, to understand the reasoning behind answers they gave.

Thirty two adolescents (M = 10, F = 22) with a mean age of 15.7 years (range = 12-18 years) participated in interviews. Patients suffered from one of eight different skin diseases, with the most common being acne (67%), eczema (12%) and psoriasis (9%). 28 QoL aspects adversely affected by skin diseases were identified from the interviews which were grouped into the main QoL domains: Psychological Impact (91% of patients), Physical Impact (81%), Social Impact (81%), Impact on Lifestyle (64%), Need for Support (41%) and Education and Employment (14%).

Commonly mentioned QoL aspects included impact on quality of life, self-confidence, pain and suffering, emotional distress, and financial strain.

The results of this study revealed the extent and nature of the impact of skin diseases on adolescents' QoL. The themes emerged in a different pattern to those reported in the literature about adults and children, highlighting issues specific to adolescents and the need to develop QoL measures specific for this particular age group.
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Development of questions concerning eczema in pre-school children – a qualitative study
Le Nolhervitz1, M Hasselgren2, S Jansson3 and Å Svensson1

1Primary Care Research Unit, Karlstad University
2Department of Public Health Sciences, Karlstads University, Karlstad, Sweden
3Department of Dermatology, Malmo University Hospital, Lund University, Malmo, Sweden

Our aims were to assess how questions were perceived by parents in order to optimize identification of eczema in children from the age of two months for the Swedish Environmental Longitudinal Mother-Child Asthma and allergy (SEMLA) study.

 Adopted questions were developed based on ISAAC and the UK diagnostic criteria for eczema 1. Nurses in child preventive care were asked to invite children aged two months to six years with or without eczema. A qualitative study with a semi-structured one hour interview and examination according to Hamrin and Räjsä's criteria was performed. Parents answered a questionnaire prior to the interviews and examinations done by the main author. The interview was put in writing, approved by the responders and analysed according to content analysis 2. Interpretations were compared against the original data for internal corroboration or disconfirmation. Analysis is focused on whether the questionnaire was answerable and if it could be improved.

In total 66 children participated, 27 girls and 39 boys, with 25 and without eczema. Clinical signs and self-reported symptoms mostly concurred; if they differed the parents did not communicate symptoms. Parents had great difficulty answering open-ended questions about symptoms. The parents had difficulties with concepts like ‘eczema’ and ‘family’. The parents regarded the differentiation between normal, dry and eczema skin to be complicated. Knowledge about eczema was stated to come from relatives and medical personal, not from internet or newspapers. Parents to children with eczema were worried, some expressed guilt or economical strain.

The questionnaires are based on clinical experience and collegial discussions but it is also important to consider the layman view. This study showed that concepts are difficult to use, while symptoms may be more reliable even in the very young. Selection bias and recall bias can influence the results. Further quantitative analysis of the questions will be done in a future study.

9 Clinical decision-making in dermatology: the role of clinical and non-clinical factors
FM Hajat1, M Barza2, MS Salek2 and AV Finlay3
1Department of Dermatology, School of Medicine, Cardiff University, Cardiff CF14 4XN, UK
2Centre for Socioeconomic Research, Welsh School of Pharmacy, Cardiff University, Cardiff CF10 3NB, UK

Clinical decision-making is a complex process. It involves interaction of various clinical and non-clinical factors. The literature regarding this subject is not in dermatology specialists is expanding.1 However, in dermatology little is known about this process.2

The aim of this study was to explore common management decisions made in dermatology outpatient clinics and the main influences on these decisions. The investigator (FMH) observed the consultations of patients at a university hospital dermatology outpatient clinic. Verbatim notes were taken of the conversations between the clinicians and the patients. Inferences were drawn regarding different management decisions taken during these consultations and the possible factors influencing these decisions.

237 consultations (consultants = 66.8%, specialist registrars = 25.8%, clinical lecturers = 4.1%, clinical nurse specialists = 3.2%) were observed. The mean duration of the consultations was 11 minutes (SD = 6.99) with a significant difference in the consultation times for different clinicians (P < 0.0001). The most frequently made decisions included: carrying out laboratory investigations (28.6%), starting new topical treatment (22.1%), discharge to primary care (17.5%), renewal of systemic medication (16.1%), and renewal of topical medication (12.0%). A total of 19 clinical and non-clinical factors influencing these decisions were identified. More frequent clinical factors included: clinical guidelines (32.7%), duration of skin condition (20.2%), improvement of skin condition (20.7%), and side effects of medications (10.6%). More frequent non-clinical factors included: patient’s treatment preferences (9.7%), patient’s concerns (6.9%), quality of life issues (6.5%), patient’s time commitment (6.5%), and treatment compliance problems (6.4%).

In this study we have identified the types of management decisions taken in dermatology and the main influences on these decisions. Studying the link between clinical decisions and the influences on these decisions will contribute to better understanding of decision making processes in dermatology, on which better health outcomes depend.

References:

10 Basal cell carcinoma more common among high socio-economic status: is there an association with localization, age and gender?
S van Hatten1,2,3, T Nijsten1,3, M Louisman1, M Arts1, MH Neumann2,4, JWW Coebergh1,4 and E de Vries1,2,3
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Basal Cell Carcinoma (BCC) is the most common malignancy in humans. BCC associated mortality is extremely rare, but BCCs often cause functional and cosmetic morbidity and costs because of their high prevalence.1 Incidence rates are especially increasing for BCCs located on the trunk and extremities in young and middle aged people.1 From malignant melanoma (MM), another type of skin cancer that seems to be similar in etiology to BCC, we know that there is a strong gradient in socio-economic status (SES), melanoma being more common among the higher SES groups.2

The primary objective was to investigate distribution of SES in patients with a BCC, stratifying for gender, age and localization in a large population-based cohort of BCC patients. Data from the Dutch Eindhoven Cancer Registry were used. All patients newly diagnosed with a first primary basal cell carcinoma from 1990-2004 (N = 26,100), were stratified by gender, age (< 65 yrs), period of diagnosis, SES category and BCC topography. Age-standardized BCC incidence rates were calculated for the year 2004 by SES category and localization. Ordinal regression was used to assess changes with time in the proportion of BCC patients, by gender, age and SES. A positive relationship between SES and BCC incidence was found for men only in all age groups, which remained after stratification for localization. Young females (<65 yrs) showed higher rates for head and neck and upper extremities (P < 0.001) and other sites than for trunk BCCs in the higher SES category. A consistent positive association between SES and BCC incidence was found among males only. An explanation might be that in males recreational sun exposure is a more important way of receiving UV radiation, whereas women may have additional other tanning habits. In younger females a positive trend with SES seems to develop for BCCs in the intermittently exposed body sites, which could be due to changes in (bathing) clothing, allowing more body parts to be sun exposed.


11 Quality of life and health-state utilities in psoriasis patients at the national skin centre, Singapore
PI Yee, C Theng and TS Hoon (National Skin Centre)

Psoriasis is a chronic skin disease affecting a significant proportion of our Singaporean population. Patients experience a wide range of symptoms which affect their lives. It is important for dermatologists to use Quality of Life (QOL) measurements to monitor the progress of psoriasis patients, as the QOL of such patients may be underestimated by objective assessments of clinical severity.1

In our study, we measured the quality of life of psoriasis patients using a general scale (SF-36), a disease-specific scale (Psoriasis Disability Index – PDI) and a visual analogue scale. Two health-state utilities, namely the time trade-off and willingness to pay indices, were assessed as well. The PASI score, an objective assessment based on clinical examination, was also obtained.

From September 2001 to February 2002, we recruited 215 patients, of which 174 (80.9%) were from the Psoriasis or Phototherapy Clinic, and the rest from the General Clinic. 152 (70.6%) patients were male and 41 (29.4%) were female, comprising 71.6% Chinese, 14.4% Malays, 12.6% Indians and 1.6% Eurasians. The average age was 49.4 years, 115 (72.1%) of patients had monthly income of less than $2000. The mean duration of disease was 13.6 years, with chronic plaque psoriasis (91.6%) being the most common subtype. Arthropathy was present in almost a quarter (27.4%).

Hypertension, hyperlipidaemia and diabetes mellitus were the most commonly found co-morbidities, occurring in 31.6, 20.9 and 19.1% of patients respectively. Regarding treatment modalities, almost all the patients were on topical steroids, topical coal tar preparations and moisturizers. Other treatments received are as follows: methotrexate in 40.4% of patients, phototherapy 23.3%, acitretin 16.2%, cyclosporine 7.0 and 5.1% biologic agents.

The mean PASI score was 14.79 and the mean PDI 9.35. The SF-36 assessment showed the lowest scores for the energy/fatigue levels and the general health category in our group of psoriasis patients. The average time-trade off was 3.74 years of life. The patients were willing to give up 34% of their income/savings, on average, for an immediate cure for their condition. This study illustrates that psoriasis can significantly affect patients to the extent that they are willing to trade their life years for a cure. This data will be of use to health care providers and research funding agencies when assessing the impact of psoriasis on the affected population.
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12 Patients with an increased number of kidney grafts have a decreased risk to develop squamous-cell carcinoma after transplantation
HC Wijeratne1, PV de Fijter2, FJH Claas2, R Willenme2 and J Bouwes Bavinck1
1Departments of Dermatology
2Nephrology and
3Immunohematology, Leiden University Medical Center, Leiden, The Netherlands

Kidney transplant recipients (KTR) are at increased risk of skin cancer, especially squamous cell carcinoma (SCC). Well-known risk factors for SCC are exposure to ultraviolet radiation and immunosuppressive drugs. The aim of this study was to estimate the influence of the number of transplantations on the risk of developing SCC in KTR. The more aggressive immunosuppressive regimen used to treat rejection could lead to an increased risk of SCC. On the other hand, the activated status of the immune response to alloantigens in rejecting patients may protect against the development of SCC.

In a cohort study consisting of 1,771 KTR who had received a kidney transplant between March 1966 and Jan 2006, we used Kaplan Meier and Cox proportional hazard analysis to calculate the cumulative incidence of SCC categorized according to the numbers of transplantations and to adjust for potential confounding factors. A total of 1,443 KTR received 1 transplantation, 251 received 2 transplantations and 77 received 3 to a maximum of 5 transplantations.

The cumulative incidence of SCCs in patients receiving 1 transplantation increased from 7% after 10 years to 21% after 20 years and 37% after 30 years. In recipients with 3 or more transplantations this incidence only increased from 0% after 10 years to 8% after 20 years and 13% after 30 years, which is significantly lower compared to patients with 1 transplantation (P = 0.003). The hazard ratio of developing SCC after adjustment for sex and age was 0.17 (0.16-0.84) for patients receiving three or more kidney transplants compared with patients with only 1 transplantation.

We have found a 3-fold decreased risk of SCC with increasing numbers of transplantations. This observation indicates that KTR who repeatedly reject their kidney are to a certain extent protected against the development of SCC. Apparently, in these patients the increased risk of SCC induced by the more aggressive immunosuppressive regimen is completely compensated and overruled by the protective effect of the high state of immunologic responsiveness to alloantigens which may be associated with an effective (cross-reactive) immune response to SCC antigens.
Paediatric dermatology: a study of the pattern of skin diseases among children attending Basra Maternity and Children's Hospital
K Al-Rubiay1,2 and I Alrubaiy2
1Associate Professor of Dermatology, Basra College of Medicine, Basra, Iraq
2Specialist trainee in Medicine, Bangor Hospital, Bangor, UK

Skin diseases are common among children. However, only few epidemiological surveys are available in the literature. This study was conducted at the Basra Maternity and Children's Hospital to determine the spectrum and pattern of skin diseases in children attending the paediatric outpatient clinic at the hospital. The study was carried out between January 2002 and January 2004. The total number of children with skin disorders examined was 1,251. A number of them had more than one disorder, resulting in 1,274 skin disorders being recorded among the group. Infectious diseases and parasitic infestations were the most common (44.2%). Eczema/dermatitis constituted 19.0% followed by bacterial infection (13.6%), parasitic infestations (13.2%), viral infections (9.6%) and fungal infections (7.8%). The most common type of eczema in children was atopic dermatitis (12.5%). The most common disorder among infants was diaper dermatitis (31.3%), while in preschool and school age groups it was impetigo (13.0%) and pityriasis alba (11.2%) respectively. These data may be useful in planning health care for children.

Community-based participatory research in psoriasis
M Yang1,*, EN Mositow1,2,*, TS McCormick1,2, KD Cooper1,2 and NJ Korman1,2
1Dermatology, Murdough Family Center for Psoriasis, University Hospitals Case Medical Center, Cleveland, OH, USA
2Specialist trainee in Medicine, Bangor Hospital, Bangor, UK

Community-based participatory research (CBPR) is a newly emerging model of research that has been increasingly recognized as an effective methodology in adding relevance and value of research in primary health care and epidemiologic research (Jones L, Kenneth W. Strategies for academic and clinician engagement in community-participatory partnered research. JAMA 2007;297:407-410). We present a novel approach of research utilizing CBPR in dermatology. We will describe the structural organization of the research network and the steps involved in establishing a partnership among researchers, clinicians, and community members. Our Multidisciplinary Psoriasis Center brings together specialists from several disciplines, including dermatology, rheumatology, psychiatry, nutrition and nursing, which offers a comprehensive approach to the management of psoriasis. Researchers and educators from the center interface with the participating community sites, providing education and facilitate the development and growth of support groups. They work with community-based members to address community-relevant research priorities. Intake questionnaires have been administered to psoriasis patients in the multidisciplinary psoriasis center and in numerous dermatology and primary care clinics in communities throughout Northeast Ohio. A well-characterized database has been created which contains key demographic and clinical data on psoriasis patients. The database will facilitate basic science, translational, clinical, and outcomes research. The CBPR approach in psoriasis is the first reported model in dermatology, which can increase the rate of knowledge translation, shorten the path between research activity, adoption and dissemination of the results (Macaulay AC., Nutter PA). Moving the frontiers forward: incorporating community-based participatory research into practice-based research networks. Ann Fam Med. 2006;4:4-7.

Dermatopeidemiology: a household survey of the patterns of skin disorders in two urban areas in Basra, Iraq
K Al-Rubiay1 and I Alrubaiy2
1Associate Professor of Dermatology, Basra College of Medicine, Basra, Iraq
2Specialist trainee in Medicine, Bangor Hospital, Bangor, UK

This is a cross-sectional study that investigates the patterns of skin disorders in two urban areas in Basra, Iraq. The areas were randomly selected and in each area all houses were visited. Consents were taken from the inhabitants and they were then asked if they had any skin disorder or problem. Health care provision was also determined. A doctor examined each inhabitant and a set of diagnostic criteria was applied. The data were analyzed statistically to reveal the prevalence and patterns of skin diseases in Basra and the types of health care provided. This study is the first of its kind to discuss the epidemiology of skin diseases in Basra. Three hypotheses were tested:

1. The prevalence of skin diseases is high in Iraq.
2. Traditional health care is the common practice.
3. A high percentage of patients do not seek medical advice.

The table below shows the relative prevalence of specific skin diseases in the two areas of Basra studied.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skin Disorder</th>
<th>Prevalence in Area A</th>
<th>Prevalence in Area B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pityriasis alba</td>
<td>Infantile AD</td>
<td>Infantile AD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impetigo—(abscess, furuncle, carbuncle)</td>
<td>Warts Pityriasis V</td>
<td>Warts Pityriasis V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicken pox</td>
<td>Alopecia A</td>
<td>Alopecia A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dermatophytes</td>
<td>Onychomycosis</td>
<td>Onychomycosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pediculosis -scabies</td>
<td>Vitiligo</td>
<td>Vitiligo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paronychia</td>
<td>Poxiarias</td>
<td>Poxiarias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urticaria &amp; Erythema</td>
<td>Acne V</td>
<td>Acne V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although skin diseases are common in Basra in that they occur in about 24% of the population, only a small proportion of those affected seek medical advice. The majority depend on herbal and traditional health care practice, as they consider their skin disorders trivial and not in need of conventional health care.

The burden of chronic pruritus is comparable to that of chronic pain using time trade-off utilities
LK DeLong1, A Huang1, S Kim1, M McLlwain1, L Van4, T Finch3, S Lin1, R Berrios1, M Schaufele5, A McKenzie-Brown1,2 and SC Chen1,6
1Dermatology, Emory School of Medicine, Atlanta, GA
2Anesthesiology, Emory, Atlanta, GA
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Utilities are measures of quality of life that represent the strength of an individual’s preferences for a specific health state. Utilities, ranging from 0 to 1, are an approach to the measurement of disease burden, with a score closer to 0 signifying greater burden. Our objective was to compare the utilities for symptoms of chronic pruritus to chronic pain.

From June to May of 2008, adult patients with chronic pruritus or pain (>6 weeks), were recruited from the dermatology clinic, the Center for Pain Management, and the Spine Center at Emory University. Utilities were derived via a face-to-face interview using the time trade-off method. T-test and chi-squared test were used to compare continuous and categorical variables between pruritus and pain cohorts. Linear regression was used to evaluate predictors of utility values.

Of the 73 subjects with pruritus, 55% were female, 72% were Caucasian, 72% were married, and the mean age was 55 (17) years. The 138 subjects with pain did not statistically significantly differ from the pruritus cohort in the above demographic factors. Subjects with chronic itch compared to pain had a higher mean (SD) utility for their symptom (0.874 (0.270) vs 0.767 (0.308), P=0.02, respectively). However, after controlling for symptom severity (as well as demographics and data on a linear regression, symptom type (pain or itch) did not significantly predict symptom utility score.

We have demonstrated that chronic pruritus has a significant impact on quality of life as measured by utilities and is comparable to the burden of chronic pain. Further studies are warranted to investigate utilities in patients with chronic pruritus.
The comparison of ketoconazole 2% solution effect with ketoconazole 2% shampoo in treatment of seborrhoeic dermatitis
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ABSTRACTS

Seborrhoeic dermatitis (SD) is a chronic and inflammatory skin disorder, affecting areas of the head and body where sebaceous glands are most prominent and active. The aetiology of SD is unknown, although hormones and the Malassezia spp. formerly known as Pityrosporum are thought to be involved in the development of the condition (Taijima M, Sugita T, Nishikawa A, Tsuboi R. Mycological analysis of Malassezia microflora in seborrhoeic dermatitis patients: comparison with other diseases and healthy subjects. J Invest Dermatol 2008 Feb; 128(2):145-51), so some anti-fungal agents are also effective in treatment of SD (Borgers M, Dreggel H. The role of ketoconazol in seborrhoeic dermatitis. Cutis 2007; Oct; 80(4):239-46). In this study, we studied the first effect of KCZ 2% solution compared with KCZ 2% shampoo on Iranian SD patients.

The patients (60 males and 40 females with age between 12-65 years) were enrolled to determine the comparison of KCZ 2% solution and KCZ 2% shampoo. Solution and shampoo was given twice a day for 4 week. The patients were evaluated according to itching, burning, erythema, scaling, and seborrhoea at the initial evaluation and every 2 weeks for 1 month. Each Severity index was on three scale: 0-mild (0-4), 1-moderate (5-8), 2-severe (9-12) on days 0, 14 and 28. The clinical response was graded as markedly mild, moderate and severe as scoring index. Clinical improvement was evaluated as markedly scoring index (0) in two groups at 0, 14 and 28 days. Scoring index varied from 3-11 in T0 and 1-8 in T14 and 1-8 in T28. There were statistically significant results between T0 and T14 in two groups (P-values <0.0001). The comparison of the KCZ 2% solution and KCZ 2% shampoo revealed that the efficacy of KCZ 2% solution was greater than KCZ 2% shampoo for 4 weeks after the end of treatment. These data suggest that twice-daily ketoconazole solution is an effective treatment for SD and available alternative to the KCZ 2% shampoo.

A population-based cohort study of childhood AD in Ishigaki Island

H Liu1, S Hayashida1, N Furuaysu1, J Hayashi2 and M Furuie2
1Department of Dermatology
2Department of General Medicine, Graduate School of Medical Sciences, Kyushu University, Fukuoka, Japan

To investigate the natural history of atopic dermatitis (AD) in children aged 5 years or under in Ishigaki Island, a population-based cohort study began in 2001. Ishigaki Island is a subtropical island in a southwestern district of Japan. Children in nursery schools were annually examined by dermatologists from 2001 to 2006. Prevalence of childhood AD in Ishigaki Island was lower than that of Japan's mainland. About 80% of children with AD experienced spontaneous regression during 5-year follow-up period, whereas incidence of AD in children was 4.6%/person year from 2001 to 2006. Serum levels of IgE and CCL17 (TARC) in children who were persisting AD had higher levels of those in children whose AD had regressed and children without AD. Multivariate analyses revealed that past history of asthma and food allergy, high levels of total IgE, maternal allergic rhinitis and sibling's AD were significantly correlated with the development of AD in Ishigaki children.

Benchmarks and obstacles to success as reported by academic dermatology faculty

MJ McClen1, LK DeLong1, ML Pennie1, C Curel1 and SC Chen1,3
1Emory University Department of Dermatology
2Arizona University Department of Dermatology
3Atlanta VAMC

The objective of this study was to elucidate factors perceived by academic faculty to be barriers to a successful academic career in dermatology. From 2007-2008 an anonymous survey about personal characteristics and career development was mailed to faculty members of one academic dermatology department per state in the US. Free text answers about perceived benchmarks and obstacles to success were interpreted and categorized. We investigated differences between junior (1<10 years on staff) and senior (≥10 years) faculty. Respondent characteristics were compared using the Student's t-test and the chi-square test. Statistical analyses were performed with SPSS 15.0.

Response rate was 37% (17%484, junior (n=86) and senior (n=93) respondents had a mean (SD) age of 40.2 (7.3) and 54.7 (7.7) years, respectively, (P<0.001) and had spent a 5.4 (2.8) and 22.0 (7.8) years in academics, (P<0.001). Junior respondents were more likely to be female than senior respondents (57 vs 36%, P=0.006) and spent a larger proportion of time in clinical care (P=0.085). Senior respondents were more likely to have a research niche (40 vs 55%, P=0.045) and to have international/national recognition for their work (52 vs 77%, P<0.001). There was no significant difference in salary sources and grant funding between groups. For both junior and senior respondents, the two most frequently reported benchmarks of success were publications (30 and 24%) and respect/recognition by peers (19 and 32%). The ability to obtain grants and federal funding was the third most frequent benchmark for junior respondents (13%) while personal satisfaction ranked third for senior respondents (23%). For both groups, the three most frequently reported obstacles to a successful academic career were time constraints (36 and 32%), funding for research (20 and 25%), and salary (17 and 25%). Consistent with previous published findings, time constraints and research funding were important concerns to academic faculty and we have found that those perceptions do not change with length of time in academia. Research funding appears to be of greater concern for junior faculty as it was frequently expressed to be both an obstacle as well as a benchmark of success. Currently, there is a relative shortage of academic dermatologists and new faculty are facing increasing demands to spend more time in clinic given less federal funding resources for research. It is imperative that junior faculty be provided start-up and bridging packages with protected time and funding set aside for academic endeavors.
Reduced incidence of melanoma in a VA population using statins: a case-control study

KG Bird1, L Meyer1 and RP Dellavalle2
1University of Colorado, Denver-AMC, CB B-119, 4200 E. 9th Ave., Denver, CO 80262
2VA Salt Lake City HCS, 500 Foxhill Dr., Salt Lake City, UT 84148
3Denver VA Medical Center, 1055 Clement St, Denver, CO 80220

A large cohort study (1) has reported significantly lower melanoma incidence in an older, largely male population of US veterans taking more than 10 mg simvastatin dose equivalent per day of statins. We used an alternative study design, a case control study, to further examine the relationship between melanoma and statins in the US Veterans Administration (VA) population. This case control study used data from the Salt Lake City VA Medical Center. Melanoma cases were each matched to three controls based on age, gender, and race. All patients received health care from the VA system for at least 18 months prior to the diagnosis of melanoma cases. Eligibility criteria for cases included histological confirmation of an in situ or invasive melanoma. Multivariate logistic regression was used to calculate odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals for statin exposure, and t-tests and chi-square tests were used to compare characteristics between melanoma cases and controls. All statistical tests were two-sided.

A group of 146 patients diagnosed with melanoma were compared to 519 controls. Statin exposure had to occur for at least 6 months prior to melanoma diagnosis in relevant cases. Fewer melanoma cases (35.2%) than controls (62.6%) took statins. The odds of developing melanoma decreased with statin use (OR 0.35, 95% CI 0.23-0.52, P < 0.0001). A subgroup analysis of 27 cases and 313 controls where complete dose information was available, showed a dose-response for cases on greater than 10 mg simvastatin equivalent compared to those on lower daily dosages (OR 0.26, 95% CI 0.11-0.41, P = 0.45). The study contained several limitations which we will discuss.


Importance of mentoring for dermatology faculty
M McKee1, L Delong2, E Velelar3, ML Pennie4, C Curiel5 and SC Chen2,3
1Temple University Department of Dermatology
2Arizona University Department of Dermatology
3Atlanta VA Medical Center

The purpose of this study was to examine predictors and markers of success in academic dermatology. From 2007-2008 a survey about personal characteristics and career development was mailed to all faculty members of one academic dermatology department per state in the U.S. Academic level of respondents was approximated by duration in academia as junior (1 to 10 years) and senior (>10 years). Respondent characteristics were compared across these academic levels using Student’s t-test and chi-square testing. One proposed marker of success was defined by level of recognition for a faculty member’s clinical/research niche (local, regional, national, international). Predictors of this marker were evaluated using linear regression. Statistical analyses were performed with SPSS 15.0.

Response rate was 179/484 (37%). Junior (n=86) and senior (n=93) respondents had a mean (SD) age of 40.2 (7.3) and 54.7 (7.7) years, (P = 0.001) and had spent 5.4 (2.6) and 22.0 (7.8) years in academics, (P < 0.001). Junior respondents were more likely to be female than senior respondents (57 vs 36%, P = 0.006). Respondents were mostly full time faculty but junior level respondents were more likely to have ever worked part time (31 vs 13%, P = 0.013). A majority of respondents (89%) self reported having a clinical niche with no significant difference between groups while those reporting a research niche were more likely to be senior respondents (40 vs 55%, P = 0.045). Senior respondents were more likely to have international recognition for their work (52 vs 7%, P < 0.001). A multivariate regression with level of recognition as the dependent variable showed age (P = 0.044) and gender did not have a significant association (P = 0.311). When controlling for age, gender and academic level, achieving international or national recognition for one’s work was positively correlated with having a greater number of mentors, perhaps due to the benefit of advice and networking assistance from a variety of sources. Level of mentorship is a quality that can be modified by individuals and academic departments. Greater emphasis should be put on fostering mentorship relationships between residents and junior faculty with more senior members to facilitate the continued strength of academic dermatology programs and their faculty. Additional support may be necessary to retain junior faculty who work part time while starting a family.

Depression and incident lower extremity amputation in veterans with diabetes
LH Williams1,2,3, DR Miller4,5,6,7, RJ Ertzon8, C Maynard4,9 and GE Reiber2,3,4,5
1Health Services Research & Development Center of Excellence
2Medicine/Dermatology, Veterans Affairs Medical Center, Seattle, WA
3Medicine
4Epidemiology, University of Washington, Seattle, WA
5Center for Health Quality, Outcomes, and Economic Research, Veterans Affairs Medical Center, Bedford, MA
6Health Policy and Management, Boston University, Boston, MA
7Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, Seattle, WA

In patients with diabetes, depression is associated with a higher risk of complications (e.g microvascular and microvascular disease and death), but the risk of lower extremity amputation (LEA) is unknown. In a cohort of patients with their first diabetic foot ulcer, depression was associated with an increased risk of death but not LEA. Veterans with diabetes and decreased mental health functioning had a higher incidence of LEA, but the role of depression itself was not examined.

We aimed to test whether diagnosed depression is associated with incident non-traumatic LEA in patients with diabetes. This retrospective cohort study from fiscal year 2000 included 554,725 United States veterans from the Diabetes Epidemiology Cohort, a national Veterans Affairs (VA) registry with both VA and Medicare data. Depression was defined by International Classification of Diseases 9th revision (ICD-9) codes or antidepressant prescriptions. LEA was defined by ICD-9 codes. We used a Cox proportional hazards model to determine the hazard ratio (HR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) for incident non-traumatic LEA, comparing patients with and without diagnosed depression and adjusting for demographics, health care utilization, diabetes severity, and other medical and mental health conditions. We also obtained HRs for major (transfinitual and above) and minor (ankle and below) LEA subtypes.

Over four years of follow up, 4,053 (7.3/1,000) patients experienced incident LEA, with 989 (1.8/1,000) major LEA. Diagnosed depression was associated with an adjusted HR of 1.14 (95% CI: 1.04, 1.24) for any LEA and an adjusted HR of 1.43 (95% CI: 1.21, 1.68) for major LEA. In veterans with diabetes, depression has a modest association with incident non-traumatic LEA. The association is stronger for major LEA. These results support the use of more aggressive depression screening and treatment in patients with diabetes. Further study is needed to determine whether depression treatment will decrease LEA rates, particularly in patients with diabetic foot ulcers, a group at high risk for LEA.
ABSTRACTS

25 Does method of selecting starting dose affect efficacy of narrow-band ultraviolet B phototherapy for psoriasis? RS Dunn1, H Cameron, S Yule, SH Bibleston and J Ferguson

Photobiology Unit, Department of Dermatology, Ninewells Hospital and Medical School, Dundee

Narrow-band ultraviolet B (NB-UVB) phototherapy is a standard treatment for moderate to severe psoriasis. For safety reasons, the first dose is often based on measurement of the minimal erythematous dose (MED), the lowest dose to cause just perceptible erythema. This study was designed to compare the efficacy of treatment with different methods of selecting the starting dose. A 210 patients designed for 90% power to detect a difference of 3 or more treatments to clearance/minimal residual activity (MRA) between groups, single-centre, randomised, double-blind, parallel group comparison of NB-UVB phototherapy given according to 3 standard regimens, differing only in method of selection of starting dose, was performed. The starting doses compared in adults with chronic psoriasis, were a standard skin-type based starting dose, 70% of individual MED and 50% of individual MED. Measures to prevent patients and observers from knowing treatment allocation group included performing MED testing in all subjects, even those allocated the skin-type starting dose. Fifteen patients allocated the standard start dose were in fact started at lower doses than allocated. For patient safety reasons, if the skin type start dose was >90% of the individual’s MED then we started at 90% of MED. One patient, allocated standard start dose based treatment, showed marked erythema and oedema at even the lowest MED test dose so did not proceed with treatment and was subsequently diagnosed with chronic actinic dermatitis. We did not detect a significant (P<0.05) difference in numbers of treatments to clearance/MRA across all 3 groups, nor in the percentages achieving clearance in each group. Unexpectedly, important (uncomfortable or painful) erythemas occurred more in the 50% MED start group, with 21% of the 70% MED group, 24% of the skin type group and 43% of the 50% MED group suffering at least one such erythema (P=0.01, chi-squared). So, start dose allocation did not influence the effectiveness of treatment. However, one patient allocated a skin type based start dose would probably have suffered severe adverse effects if the MED had not prompted diagnosis of severe abnormal photosensitivity. Choice of start dose allocation method is important for patient safety but perhaps not for treatment efficacy.

26 The quality of life impact of melanoma S Coleman King1, R Bonacocorsi1, S Bendick1, J Hadley1, PG Kolim1, J Williams2, D Lawson2 and T Nijsten1

1Department of Dermatology, Erasmus Medical Centre, Rotterdam, The Netherlands
2Department of Clinical Pharmacy & Toxicology, Leiden University Medical Centre, Leiden, The Netherlands

For patient safety reasons, if the skin type start dose was >90% of the individual’s MED then we started at 90% of MED. One patient, allocated standard start dose based treatment, showed marked erythema and oedema at even the lowest MED test dose so did not proceed with treatment and was subsequently diagnosed with chronic actinic dermatitis. We did not detect a significant (P<0.03) difference in numbers of treatments to clearance/MRA across all 3 groups, nor in the percentages achieving clearance in each group. Unexpectedly, important (uncomfortable or painful) erythemas occurred more in the 50% MED start group, with 21% of the 70% MED group, 24% of the skin type group and 43% of the 50% MED group suffering at least one such erythema (P=0.01, chi-squared). So, start dose allocation did not influence the effectiveness of treatment. However, one patient allocated a skin type based start dose would probably have suffered severe adverse effects if the MED had not prompted diagnosis of severe abnormal photosensitivity. Choice of start dose allocation method is important for patient safety but perhaps not for treatment efficacy.

27 The effect of NSAIIDs on the incidence of cutaneous melanoma A Josse1, ER Koomen2, HJ Guchelaar2 and T Nijsten1

1Department of Dermatology, Erasmus Medical Centre, Rotterdam, The Netherlands
2Department of Clinical Pharmacy & Toxicology, Leiden University Medical Centre, Leiden, The Netherlands

Chemo-prevention has been proposed as a valid strategy to complement current prevention of the cutaneous melanoma (CM). Non Steroidal Anti inflammatory Drugs (NSAIIDs), including acetylsalicylic acids (ASAs), have been hypothesized to affect CM development, progression and/or mortality, which was confirmed in in vitro studies. We investigated the association between NSAIIDs and the incidence of CM. Data were used from PHARMO, a pharmacy database, and PALGA, a pathological database, in the Netherlands. A case-control study was performed. Cases had a primary CM diagnosis between January 1st 1991 and December 14th 2004, were >18 years and had >1 years complete follow-up in PHARMO before the CM diagnosis. Controls were matched for age, gender, and geographical region. Analyses were performed separately for the use of ASA and non-ASA NSAIIDs and were stratified according to gender. Odds Ratios were adjusted for age, gender, year of diagnosis, number of medical diagnosis and number of medications prescribed, and use of statins and estrogens. Finally, 1,138 cases and 6,786 controls were included. None of the ASA use variables was significantly associated with CM incidence in the total study population and men. In women, continuous use of low dose ASA (10-100 mg daily) for 1 years reduced the likelihood of developing a melanoma (Adjusted OR 0.34, 95%CI 0.10-0.99). For the non-ASA NSAIIDs, relative low exposure (1-600 pills) was associated with a modest increase in CM risk, and higher levels of exposure appeared to be protective, but none of these associations were significant. Our data suggests a protective effect of continuous low dose use of ASA, but only in women.

28 Evaluating the effect of skin disease using a Runyankore-version of Skindex-16 in Mbarara, Uganda

S Chu1, TA Mauzer2, GK Mulyowa1 and MM Chiren2

1Departments of Dermatology 2Queen’s Medical Centre, Nottingham, UK
3University of California San Francisco, USA
4Mbarara National Referral Hospital, Mbarara, Uganda

Dermatology quality of life (QoL) instruments aim to measure the specific effect of skin disease on QoL. Most have been developed in English in resource-replete settings. A translated, culturally appropriate and standardised instrument would be valuable tool in dermatologic research. This study aims to adapt Skindex-16 for use in the mainly Runyankore-speaking community in Mbarara, Uganda – a resource-limited setting where literacy rates are low. Two independent bilingual persons translated Skindex-16 to Runyankore and back-translated it to English. The 2 versions were compared for agreement of translation by the authors. Skindex-16 was administered verbally to 47 consecutive patients from the Dermatology clinic and 47 random non-patient participants visiting the hospital. Cross-cultural adaptations for Skindex-16 have been done in several languages with a similar study design. Basic demographic data was collected and chart reviews were carried out for patients. Participants were asked for the duration, presence of skin colour change and concealment status of their skin problems as well as an open-ended question “How does your skin problem(s) bother you?” Four items in Skindex-16 had no equivalent terms in Runyankore but the translations were judged satisfactory or almost satisfactory by the authors. Cronbach’s alpha values were 0.86, 0.88 and 0.85 for the Symptoms, Emotions and Functioning subscales, respectively. Participants with skin problems and skin colour change had higher Skindex scores, hence worse QoL, demonstrating construct validity (P<0.01 for all 3 scales). A majority of responses to the open-ended question were addressed in Skindex-16, demonstrating content validity. This preliminary evaluation of the Runyankore-version of Skindex-16 suggests it is a reliable and valid measure of the effect of skin disease on the quality of life of patients in Mbarara, Uganda.
Although atopic eczema (AE) is recognised as a major health problem worldwide, the main focus in research is restricted to affected children. Data on the epidemiology of AE in the elderly and health services utilization due to AE in this subpopulation are missing. Although atopic eczema (AE) is recognised as a major health problem worldwide, the main focus in research is restricted to affected children. Data on the epidemiology of AE in the elderly and health services utilization due to AE in this subpopulation are missing. Although atopic eczema (AE) is recognised as a major health problem worldwide, the main focus in research is restricted to affected children. Data on the epidemiology of AE in the elderly and health services utilization due to AE in this subpopulation are missing.

In a cross-sectional study, 83 consecutive new patients with toenail disease that included nail findings. Onychomycosis is very prevalent. Clinical diagnosis is confirmed by direct examination, fungal inhibitors are rarely prescribed. Despite lacking evidence from clinical trials high proportions of patients received systemic corticosteroids for the treatment of AE. None of the patients received cyclosporine. Skin prick tests were performed in 6% of patients. 27% of patients were tested for allergen-specific IgE. These diagnostic procedures were most likely performed by dermatologists. This analysis highlights that AE is a prevalent and relevant condition in the elderly. In Germany, outpatient treatment of AE in elderly patients is dominated by TCS, whereas topical calcineurin inhibitors are rarely prescribed. Despite lacking evidence from clinical trials high proportions of patients received systemic corticosteroids from dermatologists and general practitioners. To reflect the considerable prevalence of AE in the elderly future research is important to evaluate the safety and efficacy of existing anti-eczematous treatments in elderly patients and to better understand their specific needs.

Oncychomycosis is very prevalent. Clinical diagnosis is confirmed by direct examination, fungal culture or pathology. These are time-taking and do not give optimal results. We aim to produce a clinical rule for diagnosis of onychomycosis. Our first step was a study of observer agreement in nail findings. In a cross-sectional study, 83 consecutive new patients with toenail disease that included onychomycosis as a differential diagnosis were assessed independently by two dermatologists. They described the presence of 10 findings on previous history and 14 physical signs. We calculated kappa index, and report Landis-Koch interpretation. Agreement was fine for previous history findings: it was almost perfect (kappa > 0.81) for previous diagnosis of diabetes, smoking and use of public dressing rooms or swimming pools. Agreement was full (kappa 0.61–0.80) for immune depression (drugs or cancer), previous diagnosis of fungal disease and worsening in the last year. It was moderate (kappa 0.41–0.60) for previous diagnosis of arterial disease, trauma induced by work or sports, and distal vs proximal or lateral vs central start of the lesion. Agreement was worse for physical signs: we found full agreement for the presence of same disease in hand nails, abnormal plantar desquamation, deformity causing nail trauma, and subungual hyperkeratosis. It was moderate for the presence of interdigital, pachyonychia, onycholysis, and the type of material obtained by subungual curettage (dust vs hard). Agreement was low (kappa 0.21–0.40) for the presence of longitudinal or transversal striae, trachyonychia, and change in colour of the nail plate. Pitting was too infrequent to allow for kappa calculation. Chance expected agreement was between 52 and 83% for all signs except pitting.

Agreement is adequate for most signs. It is low for the presence of longitudinal or transversal striae, trachyonychia, and change in colour of the nail plate. Pitting is rare in toenails. We will not include the low agreement signs in the development of a clinical rule for diagnosis of onychomycosis. This study was supported by a grant of Conselleria de Sanidade (PS07/19). Xunta de Galicia.

30
Pharmacoepidemiology using clinical trials in heath systems: ACE inhibitors and reduced skin cancer risk in the VATTC trial
JB Christian, AL Lapane, AL Hume, CB Eaton and MA Weinstock
Department of Dermatology and Community Health, V A Medical Center Providence, Brown University, and University of Rhode Island, Rhode Island, USA
Pharmacoepidemiology is a powerful approach to understanding the profound effects of systemic medications on cutaneous diseases [J Invest Dermatol 2007;127:1851]. We examined the hypothesised association of angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors and receptor blockers (ARB) with incidence of keratinocyte carcinomas (KCs) in the V A Topical Tretinoin Chemoprevention (VATTC) Trial. We followed 512 users of these medications and 519 non-users within this high risk cohort. Key risk factors for KCs were assessed at enrollment, all prescriptions received were ascertained from V A pharmacy records and all KCs were ascertained from VA pathology records and verified by blinded study dermatopathologists. Participants were examined semiannually by study dermatologists for new KCs. The outcomes of time to basal cell carcinoma (BCC) and time to squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) were analyzed using Cox regression and by a propensity score matched analysis. During a median of 3.4 years follow-up, 472 incident BCCs and 309 incident SCCs were diagnosed. For BCC the adjusted incidence rate ratio (IRR) for ACE/ARB users vs nonusers was 0.65 (95% CI 0.50–0.76), and for SCC, IRR was 0.67 (95% CI 0.52–0.87). Initiation of the medication aggranegating factors such as cold or dryness. In this study, the impact of selected environmental variables on eczema severity was studied prospectively. Pre-specified hypotheses and exploratory hypotheses were tested. A panel of 60 children with atopic eczema aged up to 15 years was studied for between six and nine months. They completed daily electronic diaries recording eczema severity and exposures. Portable dataloggers were used to record indoor temperature and relative humidity in an automated fashion. External meteorological data was obtained from a local monitoring centre. Autoregressive moving average models (ARMA) were used to model the impact of exposures on eczema severity for each individual. Standard meta-analysis methods were used to pool estimated coefficients across participants and assess heterogeneity of responses. Site-specificity of reactions and possible interactions between filaggrin mutations and disease worsening with exposures was assessed.

Increased disease severity was noted for those in contact with nylon clothing (pooled regression coefficient 0.14, 95% CI 0.14–0.45), dust (pooled regression coefficient 0.46, 0.18–0.75), and exposure to unfamiliar pets (pooled regression coefficient 0.21, 0.01–0.34) and shampoo exposure. The effects of shampoo were worse in cold weather (pooled regression coefficient 0.30, 0.04–0.57). Site specificity was observed for reactions to nylon clothing, which was worse on covered sites (trunk P=0.03, limbs vs. legs), while worsening of hand eczema was seen with pet exposure (P=0.001). The only interaction with filaggrin mutations was observed for the 2282delE mutation and worsening in summer. Significant heterogeneity of responses between individuals was observed for exposure to pollen and outdoor temperature. For our exploratory analyses, a combination of any three of seven likely variables was associated with worsening of eczema. Our study suggests that certain irritants may worsen eczema severity. Other factors such as dust, nylon clothing and exposure to unfamiliar pets were also associated with worsening of eczema and the latter two factors showed site specificity. Children responded in different ways to exposures including grass pollen and outdoor temperature. Preliminary data also suggests that it may be the combination of several factors that may explain disease worsening.
ABSTRACTS
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Quantitative evaluation of clinical psoriasis severity measures: results of a systematic review
Aim: The aim of this study was to quantify two facets of the burden of skin disease in the UK—the epidemiology (incidence, prevalence and mortality) and the cost. In addition to published sources, data were obtained from the Proprietary Association of Great Britain (PAGB), the Royal College of General Practitioners Birmingham Research Unit (RCGPBRU).
In the most recent study of self-reported skin disease undertaken by PAGB in 2005, 818 of 1,500 respondents (54%) had experienced one or more skin conditions in the preceding twelve months. A combination of searches were performed. 0.57 different psoriasis severity measures were retrieved, reduces to ten major clinical severity measures for psoriasis research. After applying the eligibility criteria for evaluating the quality of the severity outcome measures, 18 articles remained for data-extraction.
The individual quality criteria for these measures are often not well reported or defined. None of the existing measures has been tested for all the quality criteria of outcome measures. Of the investigated outcome measures, the Lattice-System Physician’s Global Assessment and the Physician’s Global Assessment are tested most adequately. Further refinement and consensus is necessary for the quality criteria for severity outcome measures in general, in dermatology and in psoriasis together with additional research for certain quality criteria of the most promising outcome measures so that better judgments of outcome measures can be made.

34
PO-SCORAD: a SCORAD for the patient. A preliminary feasibility study
S Barrand1, M Vouche1, A Taeih2, T Diepen1, M Ambrosant1, V Sibaud3 and JF Stalder1
1Clinique Dermatologique, CHU Nantes, 44009 Nantes, France
2Service de Dermatologie CHU Bordeaux
3University Heidelberg Department of Social Medicine, Occupational and Environmental Epidemiology

The current recommendations for managing chronic illness tend towards involving the patient in the treatment process and self-assessment tools have been developed for chronic diseases. There are very few validated self-assessment scores for Atopic Dermatitis. A patient assessment, the PO-SCORAD (Patient Oriented SCORAD) score was launched based on an already validated and recognised score (SCORAD). A prospective, monocentric, pilot study was carried out in order to assess the feasibility and the accuracy of the PO-SCORAD. The study was carried out in a thermal spa on a group of 33 atopic dermatitis sufferers (15 children, 18 adults). On both Day 0 and Day 1 a PO-SCORAD was done by the doctor and a PO-SCORAD by the patient. The feasibility (time spent, comprehensibility) was evaluated by comparing the SCORAD and the PO-SCORAD during the medical visits on Day 0 and Day 1. 80% of the patients reported that the questions were clear, and 82% considered the assessment and diagnostic casemix it is essential that all those involved in the process are aware of the major difficulties that are likely to be encountered when collating this information from coded activity and hospital activity statistics in the UK. Most incidence, prevalence and mortality data are captured and presented using the ICD 10 Chapter XII for Diseases of the Skin and Subcutaneous Tissues. While the chapter provides detailed coverage of a huge range of skin diseases it is difficult to capture mortality data. The starting point for commissioners of services for patients with skin conditions is to undertake a needs assessment and quantify the needs of the local health community using reliable information about the prevalence and incidence of disease. The aim of this report is to highlight some of the difficulties that are likely to be encountered when collating this information from coded activity and hospital activity statistics in the United Kingdom.
37 Interventions to reduce *Staphylococcus aureus* in the management of atopic eczema

Al Renna,1 B Rath-Berstlei,2 JC Ravenholt3 and HC Williams1,3
1Nottingham University Hospitals
2Centre of Evidence Based Dermatology, Nottingham

The objective of this Cochrane systematic review of randomised controlled trials (RCTs) was to determine whether agents to reduce *Staphylococcus aureus* offer any clinical benefit in the management of atopic eczema (AE).

We searched the Cochrane Skin Group’s Specialised Register, the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL), MEDLINE (from 2000), EMBASE (from 1980), the MetaRegister of Current Controlled Trials up to 31st October 2006, plus manual follow up of references and dermatology conference proceedings.

RCTs were included if they compared any intervention to reduce *S. aureus* in patients with AE with no treatment, vehicle only, or another active compound eg topical steroid/antibiotic combination compared against the same topical steroid without antibiotic. Publication status and language were not barriers to inclusion.

In total, 21 studies involving 1,018 participants were included. The studies were generally of poor quality. None of the trials showed any clear benefit in terms of short-term eczema control for any of the interventions tested in either infected (OR 0.26, 95% CI 0.05-1.26) or uninfected AE (OR 0.23, 95% CI 0.03-1.34). Such several interventions were associated with decreased numbers of *S. aureus* on the skin (OR 0.02, 95% CI 0.00-0.2).

There was no clear evidence that widely used topical steroid/antibiotic combinations were any better than the topical steroids used alone (Mean Difference —1.08, 95% CI —2.51, 0.35). Opportunities for pooling data were limited owing to study heterogeneity.

Although it is clear that anti-staphylococcal interventions reduce *S. aureus* counts on the skin, none of the studies included in the review has evidenced a clear clinical benefit for anti-staphylococcal interventions in non-infected eczema. Their continued use should be questioned in such situations. It is clinical common sense to treat overtly infected eczema with oral antibiotics, and that practice should continue until good evidence suggests otherwise. Further research should evaluate the long term possible benefits and harms of such interventions in preventing flares of atopic eczema.

39 Patient preferences regarding systemic and photo(chemo) therapy including biologics for psoriasis: a systematic review

LLA Lecluse, JLI Tutein Noithausen, JD Bos and Ph Spuls
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During the last few years in which quite some new drugs have entered the market for psoriasis, several clinical management guidelines have been developed aiming at improving the care for psoriasis patients. Although based on relevant parameters like safety and efficacy, the patient’s preferences and satisfaction with therapies have been neglected in the development of these guidelines. We already know however that 20-42% of psoriasis patients are dissatisfied with their treatment. The preferences and satisfaction with therapy are especially important since they are expected to be related to patient compliance with therapy, which has repeatedly been seen as a major concern in health care.

The purpose of this study is to investigate what is known regarding the patient preferences and satisfaction with the available systemic and photo(chemo) therapies, including the five biologics, for the treatment of psoriasis.

We performed a systematic literature search in Pubmed and EMBASE for studies in which patient satisfaction and/or preferences regarding systemic and/or photo(chemo)therapies, including the five biologics, were investigated.

The search retrieved 678 articles of which ten studies met the inclusion criteria. The study designs, patient populations, outcome parameters and compared treatments differed mutually between these studies as well as the quality. It seemed that PUVA scores better on patient satisfaction when compared to the other conventional therapies like methotrexate, cyclosporine and UVB. In the studies comparing biologics to the conventional therapies however, biologics were preferred above the other therapies. UVB seemed to score low overall.

We conclude that very little is known regarding patient preferences and satisfaction with the systemic and photo(chemo)therapies for psoriasis. The evidence is too limited to be able to rank the several therapies based on the patient’s preferences.

These findings suggest that more studies need to be done to investigate the opinion of the patient regarding systemic therapies for psoriasis. To do this, better methods to investigate preferences and satisfaction with therapy should be developed. A unified approach to investigate these aspects will enable us to compare the results. Knowing psoriasis patients preferences for systemic and photo(chemo)therapies will allow us to ameliorate guidelines on this subject and improve the care presented to these patients.

38 How well do questionnaires perform compared to physical examination in detecting flexural eczema? Findings from the International Study of Asthma and Allergies in Childhood (ISAAC) Phase Two

C Halli1, G Weinmayr1, A Kleiner2, DP Strachan2 and HC Williams1 and the ISAAC Phase Two Study Group
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Questionnaires are widely used in epidemiological studies to diagnose eczema when physical examination may be impractical. While the use of questionnaires permits the study of large populations, concerns exist about their validity.

The second phase of the International Study of Asthma and Allergies in Childhood (ISAAC) employed both a validated questionnaire for symptoms in the last 12 months and a standardized skin examination protocol to diagnose flexural eczema at one point in time. We indirectly compared these two outcome measures.

30,358 schoolchildren age 8-12 from 25 study centres in 18 countries were physically examined for flexural eczema. The day before, their parents filled out a questionnaire regarding eczema symptoms in the past 12 months. We compared prevalence estimates at the population level across 18 centres based on questionnaires and physical examination. We also compared skin exam and the ISAAC questionnaire in making a diagnosis of flexural eczema in individual patients.

As expected, the point prevalences for flexural eczema based on one examination gave lower prevalence estimates than “flexural eczema in the past 12 months” based on questionnaire at centre level (mean centre prevalence was 19.4% vs 9.4% respectively). Correlation between both outcome measures was high at centre level (r = 0.77).

When we compared a questionnaire-based diagnosis of “persistent flexural eczema in the past 12 months” versus skin examination, both prevalence measures were even more closely related (r = 0.82). At the individual level, questionnaire-based “persistent flexural eczema in the past 12 months” missed less than 10% of cases of flexural eczema detected on physical examination. However, between 13 and 97% of questionnaire-diagnosed “persistent flexural eczema in the past 12 months” was not confirmed on skin exam.

Comparing questionnaire definitions for eczema that refer to a 12 month period and physical examination based on one time point is difficult in a disease that remits and relapses. This study provides evidence that questionnaire-derived prevalences are sufficiently precise as population estimates and for comparisons across populations. However, where diagnostic precision at the individual level is important, as in risk factor analyses, questionnaires should be validated in those populations beforehand, or a standardized skin examination protocol should be encouraged.

40 An epidemic of severe dermatitis caused by fungicide sachets inside furniture
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In February 2007, an email came to the Finnish dermatologists’ list server asking for advice about an unusually severe dermatitis on the backs and buttocks of 3 patients, some needing hospitalization. The following day another colleague reported seven similar cases. Soon a report came of a similar patient, who, in patch tests, reacted strongly to the material of his Chinese recliner chair. Soon over 50 cases had been identified in Finland. Investigation found that all patients owned a chair or chairs made by the same Chinese factory. In summer 2007, similar cases started to appear in the UK, and there are now several hundred reports in the UK of sofa dermatitis, all linked to the same furniture factory in China.

Clinical findings in Finland and the UK are very similar and unlike any known dermatosis. A lot of the cases have been quite severe, resembling, eg mycosis fungoides or septic infections, and many patients were hospitalized. Commercial patch tests did not reveal the cause but a fungicide was strongly suspected, although such use was denied by the factory in China. The laboratory of Malmö Dermatology Clinic helped in the identification process by performing thin-layer chromatograms and making test substances. Eventually, sachts marked “MOULDPROOF” were found in varying numbers and distribution in the sofas. These contained the fungicide dimethylfumarate which proved in skin tests to cause strong positive reactions even at 0.007 dilution. In the UK especially, a lot of litigation has begun but the factory in China has not yet admitted liability. More recently reports of similar incidents of dermatitis have also started appearing from other countries (Ireland, Sweden, Belgium, France).
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41  Measuring the prevalence of itch in the general population: results of a German pilot study
  J Weisshaar1, T Strausser, CJ Apfelbacher, TL Diepgen and U Mattner
  1Department of Clinical Social Medicine, Occupational and Environmental Dermatology, University Hospital Heidelberg, Germany

Itching is the most frequent symptom in dermatology. Little is known about the occurrence of itch and its characteristics in the general population. The availability of valid and reliable measures specifically designed to measure itch and its characteristics is limited. The aim of this pilot study was to develop and validate an instrument measuring prevalence and characteristics of itch in the general population as well as associated factors (Quality of life (Qol) and affect). Based on a literature review and expert discussions a questionnaire was drawn up. It was then administered to a counterbalanced sample from the general population (n = 100 from the city of Heidelberg: higher socioeconomic status, n = 100 from the city of Ludwigshafen: lower socioeconomic status) and a sample (n = 100) of patients suffering from chronic itch. The response rate was 59% in the non-patient group and 89% in the patients. The mean age of all respondents was 61.7 years without any significant difference between the groups. 71.1% of the participants and 58.3% of the patients were female. The itch patients had a point prevalence of 78.6% and a 12-months-prevalence of 92.9%. Among the non-itch sample 14% reported constant chronic itch, 16% reported chronic itch within the last 12 months and 17% reported to suffer from itch sometime during their life. A significant higher prevalence of the patients had a history of migration with a Non-German origin. The wording and order of the prevalence items needed changing. Principal component analysis revealed the instrument to be able to tap differentiating aspects of itch such as location, receipt of treatment and time characteristics. Internal consistency of the itch-related Qol and impact on affect scales were sufficiently high. Reported strength of itch was positively associated in the eliminated model in the second analysis only. ASD was found to be the dominant role compared to (single) environmental hazards in this setting.

42  Cost of illness of work-related hand eczema in Germany
  TL Diepgen1, R Scheid2, I Weisshaar1 and K Hieke1
  1Department of Clinical Social Medicine, occupational and environmental Dermatology, University Hospital Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany
  2NEOS Health, Bonningen, Switzerland

In Germany, 26% of reported and 36% (~ 8,460) of all confirmed occupational diseases are skin-related, in over 90% of these cases hands are affected. However, there is a lack of comprehensive information on costs associated with chronic hand eczema (CHE). The objective of this study was to assess the direct and indirect costs of CHE. Data on 151 Patients with work-related hand eczema entering consecutively a special rehabilitation program were assessed for the preceding 12 months. Data were derived from patient records, standardized interview taken by a dermatologist, dermatological examination and direct patient information. Quality of life (Qol) was assessed in all patients by using DLQI. Descriptive analyses from a societal perspective was performed for all patients and by physician-rated severity (severity group I: no/mild; group II: moderate/severe). DGUV (German Statutory Accident Insurance) was the payer for all patients. Mean age was 44.9 years, 64.9% of patients were male. Total mean annual costs amounted to EUR 8,799 (95% CI: 7,010-10,567) per patient. Indirect costs represented 70% of total costs, inpatient rehabilitation 11% and out-patient services 8%. Each other factor (diagnostics, drugs, complementary therapies, out-of-pocket expenses) contributed 3% or less to overall costs. Disease severity influenced Qol significantly (DLQI-score of severity group I: 7.9; 95%-CI 6.5-8.3; group II: 12.9; 95%-CI 11.3-14.4) but not direct treatment costs (EUR 2,705 vs 2,610 expensive). There was a trend for higher indirect costs in patients in severity group II (EUR 5,120; 95%-CI 2,717-7,523 vs 6,796; 95%-CI 3,997-9,596). Total annual costs of work-related hand eczema are in the range of the costs of severe psoriasis vulgaris and atopic dermatitis. Total annual costs of new cases covered by DGUV with confirmed occupational hand eczema is estimated to amount to EUR 60 million, considering also patients with suspected occupational hand eczema increases costs to EUR 104 million. Total costs of prevalent cases can be expected to amount to multiples of this figure, also due to well known underreporting of occupational hand eczema. Disease severity, although impacting patient’s Qol, has little influence on treatment patterns and costs. Indirect costs, by far the most important cost factor, tend to increase with severity.

43  Association of skin atopy and hand dermatitic: evidence from case-control-studies nested in the PACO cohort
  CJ Apfelbacher1, U Funke2, M Radulescu1 and TL Diepgen3
  1Department of Clinical Social Medicine, Occupational and Environmental Dermatology, University Hospital Heidelberg
  2Dr Funke Consulting GmbH, Germany
  3Department of Dermatology, University Hospital Heidelberg

It was the aim of the Prospective AUDI Cohort Follow-up Study (PACO II) to estimate occurrence, prognosis and risk of hand dermatitis (HD) in the metalworking industry. Eligible participants were individuals who had been followed through until the end of their apprenticeship in the original PACO study (1990-1998, N=1,909). Participants were interviewed and the state of their skin on hands and/or forearms was examined. They underwent detailed dermatological examination and an exposure assessment was carried out according to a predefined algorithm. Two case-control studies were nested within the cohort, one using current HD cases (n=110) and one using current cases with a presumption diagnosis of irritant contact dermatitis (ICD) mixed form diagnosis with an irritant component (n=57). The control group consisted of 120 individuals with exposure information on a number of irritant and allergic agents. Multivariable, predictive modelling was performed, using logistic regression.

Atopic skin diathesis (ASD) occurred in 37.2% (95% CI 33.4-41.0%) of those with HD during the follow-up period (N = 261), compared to 5.9% (95% CI 4.4-7.5%) of those without HD during the follow-up period (N = 909) (P<0.0001). A history of flexural eczema occurred in 17.7% (95% CI 13.0-22.4%) of those with HD during the follow-up period (N = 254), compared to 3.0% (95% CI 1.9-4.1%) in those with no HD during the follow-up period (N = 908) (P<0.0001). An inverse association of age and a positive association of ASD as well as skin protection/skin care with HD was found in both case-control-studies. Workdet: >2 hours daily remained positively associated in the eliminated model in the second analysis only. ASD was found to be the single most important determinant of HD in both analyses, suggesting that constitution plays a dominant role compared to single environmental hazards in this setting. HD appears as a disease predominantly determined by endogenous factors (age, ASD), compared to single occupational/environmental hazards.

44  Impact of melanoma on patients’ lives: cross-sectional population-based study in the South Netherlands
  C Holteblesus1, D Cornish1, L van de Poll-Franse1 and T Nijsten1
  1Faculty of medicine, Erasmus University, Rotterdam; Comprehensive Cancer Centre South, Eindhoven; Department of Dermatology, Erasmus University, Rotterdam, The Netherlands

The aim of this study was to evaluate the Health-related Quality of Life (HRQL) among 1/2-40 year survivors of melanoma and compare with an age and gender-matched norm population. Also to evaluate the impact of melanoma and changes in sun behaviour and attitudes towards sun exposure since diagnosis. Through the Eindhoven Cancer Registry, all patients diagnosed with melanoma between 1998 and 2007 (n = 699) in 3 hospitals were invited for a cross-sectional evaluation of HRQL. In addition to demographic and disease characteristics, the questionnaire included the SF-36 and Impact of Cancer (IOC)21 items and melanoma specific questions pertaining to treatment, symptoms, impact on daily life and follow-up. Multiple linear regression models were used to study predictors of SF-36 and IOC scores. In total 362 patients completed the survey (80.4%). Respondents and non-respondents were comparable, except that non-respondents were younger (<P=0.01). Of the participants, about 69% were women, average age of 57.2 years and 49% had a melanoma with a Breslow thickness of ≤1 mm. Compared with an age-matched normative population, the component scores of the SF-36 were statistically but not clinically significant higher among melanoma survivors. Female gender, stage at diagnosis and SNP were all negatively independently associated with SF-36. Physical component scale, whereas female gender and co morbidity were also negatively associated with SF-36 mental component scale. Female gender was also associated with significant higher positive and negative IOC scores compared to men (P<0.01). Time since diagnosis, stage at diagnosis and co morbidity was also associated with a negative IOC score. Compared to men, women also reported to have adjusted their sun-behaviour more often (67 vs 54%) and were more worried about the effects of UV radiation (66 vs 45%). In conclusion the HRQL in survivors of melanoma appears to be similar to the general population. However, the majority of melanoma survivors is more afraid for the effect of the sun on their skin and more worried about the effects of UV radiation compared to men and women without a melanoma. Therefore, there is need of a melanoma-specific HRQL instrument that can be used in the entire melanoma population to gain insight in patients perspectives of having been diagnosed with melanoma.

Comparison of patients’ and providers’ severity evaluation of oral mucosal diseases
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The importance for providers of empathizing with patients is widely advocated. This is true also in oral health, which is an important component of general health, and has bi-directional and complex interactions with systemic health. In particular, oral mucosal lesions, such as oral ulcerations, candidiasis, burning mouth syndrome (BMS), morphology/color changes of tongue, and oral lichen plans (OLP), may have an important impact on patients’ health.

The aim of this study was to compare the evaluation of the severity of different oral mucosal diseases by dermatologists and by the patients themselves. The underlying hypothesis was that, even in the global severity assessment of his/her own disease, it is plausible and understandable that a patient does not provide a simple clinical evaluation, but includes subjective aspects, which contribute to the burden of a disease. This would lead to different results compared to the providers.

For each patient, an overall clinical severity evaluation of the disease was given by the dermatologist (Physician Global Assessment, PGA) and by the patient him/herself (Patient Global Assessment, PtGA) on a 5-point scale: “very mild”; “mild”; “moderate”; “severe”; “very severe”.

Data on both PGA and PtGA were complete for 145 patients (70% women; mean age 54 years). PGA score was concordant with PtGA for 42 (29.3%) of patients, while 13.0% of patients evaluated as “mild/very mild” by physicians, were self-evaluated as “severe/very severe”. However, there were also 23.8% of patients, whose clinical severity was considered as “severe/very severe” by the physician, who evaluated their disease as “mild/very mild”.

The highest kappa coefficient was observed for patients with BMS (0.263), while in patients with non-malignant lesions the concordance PGA-PtGA was below that observed by chance (0.214). Underestimation by the physician was particularly high in patients with ulcerations, with bacterial or fungal diseases, and with OLP.

In conclusion, we observed that the agreement between patients’ and providers’ evaluation of disease severity was very low. It is important to study the possible causes of these discrepancies, in order to improve the patients’ satisfaction of care.

Methodological quality of studies on diagnostic criteria for atopic dermatitic the QUADAS tool

N.J.Schuur1, E.A.Brennkampkes1, M.M.G.Leeuwen1,1, J.O.I.J.Dol and P.H.Smullens1,1
1Department of Dermatology
2Department of Clinical Epidemiology, Biostatistics and Bioinformatics
3Dutch Cochrane Centre, Academic Medical Center Amsterdam, Amsterdam, the Netherlands

Atopic dermatitis (AD) is a highly pruritic and chronic inflammatory disease with an increasing prevalence. Since there are no adequate (laboratory) tests to diagnose AD, several lists of diagnostic criteria have been introduced, validated and used in population and hospital based studies over the years. A systematic review (SR) was conducted to summarize all the evidence concerning the validation of diagnostic criteria. Lack of methodological quality of diagnostic validation studies may overestimate the performances of the diagnostic criteria under evaluation.

The aim was to perform a quality assessment of diagnostic accuracy studies (QUADAS). The QUADAS tool uses predefined criteria based on elements of study design, conduct and analysis, which are likely to have a direct relationship to bias in test accuracy studies. We assessed the methodological quality of studies concerning the validation of diagnostic criteria for AD.

In our SR, 27 studies concerning the validation of 6 diagnostic criteria were included of the 925 articles identified through a PubMed and Embase search. By using the QUADAS tool for assessment of diagnostic accuracy, it was shown that the methodological quality of the assessed studies differed substantially. Selection criteria, reference standard and index test were well described in all studies, withdrawals and intermediate results were not. Approximately half of the studies showed a lack of blinding, of which there is evidence that it may cause seriously biased results. Another important point of discussion is item 7 of the QUADAS tool. Since the current diagnostic criteria of AD are based on clinical experience and the gold standard is the clinical diagnosis, the results of the index test are used in establishing the final diagnosis. With this, an incorporation bias is inevitable.

We conclude that improvement of methodological design for validation studies is needed to improve future validation studies of diagnostic criteria. The QUADAS is found to be a useful tool to assess methodological quality in diagnostic accuracy studies.

Prevalence of inflammatory acne in Ghanaian schoolchildren

A.Hogan1, S.Koelemay1, A.M. Amoah2, J.N. Bonney3, M.Yazdanbakhsh4, D. Boakye2 and APAV LaRun5
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3Department of Dermatology, Leiden University Medical Centre, Leiden, The Netherlands
4Department of Dermatology, Legon University Medical Centre, Accra, Ghana

We aimed to investigate the prevalence of inflammatory acne vulgaris in children and adolescents who are living in rural and urban areas in Ghana in relation to the age, sex, body mass index and socio-economic status of the children.

A total of 1,394 children and adolescents attending 6 rural and 5 urban schools in the Greater Accra Region were examined for inflammatory acne vulgaris. Baseline characteristics, such as age, sex, length, weight, and socio-economic status were collected by physical examination and questionnaire. Logistic regression analyses were performed to estimate the effect of potential risk factors on the development of inflammatory acne vulgaris.

Inflammatory acne vulgaris was found in 4.7% in the total group and 6% in the age group 9-20 years. In the rural schools only 1 child had inflammatory acne, compared to 65 (10.1%) out of 641 children in the urban schools (P=0.001). The risk with 95% confidence interval, adjusted for age and body mass index, of girls compared to boys to develop inflammatory acne was 3.0 (1.6-5.2). The risk to develop inflammatory acne adjusted for age and sex for children with a high body mass index was 3.0 (1.7-5.8) and for children with a low body mass index 0.181 (0.22-2.0) compared to children with a normal body mass index, respectively.

The prevalence of inflammatory acne vulgaris in Ghanaian schoolchildren and adolescents ranged between 0.1% in rural and 10.1% in urban areas. Age, female gender, high body mass index and living in an urban area were the main risk factors associated with an increased risk of inflammatory acne vulgaris.
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Design and reporting of randomised controlled trials on treatments for cutaneous leishmaniasis
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The aim of the study was to assess the design and reporting of randomised controlled trials (RCTs) evaluating treatments for cutaneous leishmaniasis, one of the most serious skin diseases in many developing countries. We assessed 49 and 39 RCTs included in a Cochrane systematic review evaluating treatments for Old World (1) and American cutaneous leishmaniasis (2) respectively. Adequate randomisation method was reported in 35% (17/49) and 28% (11/39) respectively. Only 14% (7/49) and 13% (5/39) had an adequate reporting of allocation concealment. Double-blinding was found in 41% (20/49) and 39% (15/39) studies. Inadequate baseline characteristics description was found in 12% (6/49) and 3% (1/39) studies. Sample size calculation was reported in 27% (13/49) and 13% (5/39) studies. Only one study in each review clearly assessed the compliance. The causative parasite was not mentioned in 25% (12/49) and 5% (2/13) of the studies and 37% (18/49) and 13% (5/39) of the trials mentioned the endemic nature of the parasite in the area assuming that was the species causing the disease. The timing for outcome assessment was not reported in 4% (2/49) and 3% (1/13) of the trials.

The evidence base for the treatment of CL has many limitations and is characterised by poor quality of reporting and design of the trials. Because resources are limited for clinical research into neglected major public health problems there is a need for prioritising and executing properly designed clinical trials. It is also essential that submitted journal manuscripts undergo rigorous peer-review.
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Is herpes zoster associated with TNF-antagonist therapy in rheumatoid arthritis? Comparison of biobadaser and emecar cohorts
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TNF antagonists (TNFa) have been increasingly used with many indications, including rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and psoriasis. The risk of herpes zoster associated with TNFa is uncertain.

Our aim was to compare the incidence of herpes zoster in two prospective cohorts of RA patients, one treated with TNFa (BIOBADASER) and the other not exposed to “biological” therapies (EMECAR).

Biobadaser is a Spanish registry for active long-term follow-up of safety of biological treatments in rheumatic disease in adults. It included 5,115 patients with RA that had received TNFa. EMECAR is a cohort study (n = 778) describing comorbidity in adults with RA, in the same inclusion Set and outcomes to describe were similar in both cohorts, except for the use of biological drugs. Median follow-up times were 1.8 years for BIOBADASER and 3.2 for EMECAR.

We found 79 cases of herpes zoster in BIOBADASER (11,604 py) and 6 cases in EMECAR (2,153 py). We do not have data on severity of herpes zoster. Crude incidence rate ratio of herpes zoster in the cohort treated with TNFa was 2.44 (95% CI 1.07–5.60), and the absolute risk difference was 4.02 cases per 1,000 py (95% CI 1.34–6.7).

We controlled confounding by indication using propensity scores, which included data on age at start of disease, gender, duration of disease, and disease severity (DAS28). This had some limitations because of missing data, which made matching of the dataset not ideal. After this adjustment, rate ratio was 3.47 (95% CI 1.27–9.47). RA patients on TNFα therapy might have a slightly increased risk of herpes zoster. Limitations of our study include incomplete control of confounding factors.
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Comparison of sun protection behaviours among metropolitan and non-metropolitan health regions
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Because skin cancer is highly associated with ultraviolet radiation, public education programs have aimed to reduce skin cancer through decreasing sunlight exposure. In the present study, the sunscreen rates and sun protection behaviours were compared between metropolitan and non-metropolitan Canadian health regions in Alberta and Prince Edward Island versus non-metropolitan health regions in those provinces.

The Canadian Community Health Survey Cycle 3.1 (2006) was conducted by Statistics Canada, and 13,574 individuals responded to the sun exposure module. The primary outcome of sun exposure included the presence of sunburn, and secondary outcomes of sun protection behaviors were measured. These variables were compared between health regions that differed by their metropolitan status: a metropolitan region was defined as having a population greater than 500,000 Simple logistic regression analysis was performed and those variables that were statistically significant were offered to multiple logistic regression analysis.

The prevalence of experiencing a sunburn in the preceding twelve months was significantly higher in the non-metropolitan (17.67%) as compared to the metropolitan health region (12.38%) yielding a crude odds ratio of 1.20 (95%CI: 1.11–1.31). In addition, respondents from the non-metropolitan health region spend a greater amount of time in the sun from 11am to 4pm (1.15, 95% CI: 1.05–1.26), and applied sunscreen to their face less frequently (1.39, 95% CI: 1.27–1.53). We do not have data on severity of herpes zoster. Crude incidence rate ratio of herpes zoster in the cohort treated with TNFa was 2.44 (95% CI 1.07–5.60), and the absolute risk difference was 4.02 cases per 1,000 py (95% CI 1.34–6.7).

The evidence base for the treatment of CL has many limitations and is characterised by poor quality of reporting and design of the trials. Because resources are limited for clinical research into neglected major public health problems there is a need for prioritising and executing properly designed clinical trials. It is also essential that submitted journal manuscripts undergo rigorous peer-review.
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Solar elastosis is associated with improved survival in melanoma patients who develop regional lymph node metastases
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Recent work has indicated that solar elastosis in the skin surrounding a primary melanoma may be related to a decreased likelihood of metastasis. However, we know of no studies examining whether solar elastosis may be an important marker for improved survival in patients who have already developed metastases. We examined elastosis and 14 other clinical and microscopic characteristics in 235 patients who developed regional lymph node metastases following definitive treatment of their primary melanoma. 157 (66.8%) patients were male, with a mean age at time of metastasis of 51.5 years (standard deviation [SD] = 16.1 years), and mean primary tumor thickness of 2.7 mm (SD = 1.9 mm). Both Kaplan-Meier survival curves and Cox proportional hazards regression were used for analysis.

Of the 235 patients in the study, 159 (67.7%) died from melanoma. Following development of lymph node metastases, the median time to death for patients who died of melanoma was 1.6 years, and the median length of follow up for patients who did not die of melanoma was 7.6 years. Multivariate analysis revealed that increased amounts of solar elastosis (moderate or severe versus none, HR = 0.3, 95% CI: 0.2, 0.6), fewer involved nodes (HR for each 1- lymph node decrease = 0.9, 95% CI: 0.9, 0.99), thinner primary tumor (≤ 1 mm versus > 1 mm, HR = 0.6, 95% CI: 0.3, 0.98), absence of ulceration in the primary tumor (HR = 0.6, 95% CI = 0.4, 0.9), and extremity as the primary tumor site (axial versus extremity, HR = 0.7, 95% CI: 0.3, 0.99) were each independently associated with longer survival. Having tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes surrounding the primary tumor had borderline statistical significance (HR = 0.7, 95% CI: 0.5, 0.9, P = 0.08). The length of disease-free interval preceding lymph node involvement and mitotic rate of the primary tumor were not associated with improved survival. We have identified important prognostic characteristics for melanoma patients who develop regional lymph node metastases, including a new prognostic characteristic, elastosis, that has never been studied previously. This study indicates that solar elastosis may be an important marker for melanoma outcomes in this population.